Archaeomagnetic field models cover longer timescales than historical models and may therefore resolve the motion of geomagnetic features on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) in a more meaningful statistical sense. Here we perform a detailed appraisal of archaeomagnetic field models to infer some aspects of the physics of the outer core. We characterize and compare the identification and tracking of reversed flux patches (RFPs) in order to assess the RFPs robustness. We find similar behaviour within a family of models but differences among different families, suggesting that modelling strategy is more influential than data set. Similarities involve recurrent positions of RFPs, but no preferred direction of motion is found. The tracking of normal flux patches shows similar qualitative behaviour confirming that RFPs identification and tracking is not strongly biased by their relative weakness. We also compare the tracking of RFPs with that of the historical field model gufm1 and with seismic anomalies of the lowermost mantle to explore the possibility that RFPs have preferred locations prescribed by lower mantle lateral heterogeneity. The archaeomagnetic field model that most resembles the historical field is interpreted in terms of core dynamics and core-mantle thermal interactions. This model exhibits correlation between RFPs and low seismic shear velocity in co-latitude and a shift in longitude. These results shed light on core processes, in particular we infer toroidal field lines with azimuthal orientation below the CMB and large fluid upwelling structures with a width of about 80
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The movement of an electrically conductive fluid in the Earth's outer core generates the geomagnetic field and controls its secular variation (SV). The SV represents the changes of the Earth's magnetic field over various timescales. Observation-based timescales range from yearly as geomagnetic jerks (Courtillot et al. 1978; Mandea et al. 2010) , decadal to centennial as drift of geomagnetic flux patches (Holme 2015) and dipole moment decrease , to millennial as the duration of a reversal or an excursion of the geomagnetic dipole (Merrill et al. 1998) . Longer timescales are also observed, such as the average duration of a chron, the average duration of a superchron and reversal frequency irregular variability, though these very long timescales are probably controlled by the mantle (rather than the core) via core-mantle coupling (e.g. Olson et al. 2013) .
Timescales of core dynamics can also be assessed theoretically. The magnetic induction equation relates the flow in the Earth's core to changes in the magnetic field. The SV (∂ B/∂t) is given by:
where u is the velocity, B is the magnetic field and η is the magnetic diffusivity. The SV is the outcome of electromagnetic induction
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∇ × ( u × B) (field generation) and ohmic diffusion η∇ 2 B (field destruction). The relative importance of these effects is quantified by the magnetic Reynolds number, which is the ratio of the magnetic diffusion time τ η = L 2 /η and the fluid advection time τ u = L/U,
where L and U are typical length and velocity scales respectively. Using L ∼ 1000 km, U ∼ 5 × 10 −4 ms −1 and η ∼ 1 m 2 s −1 the timescales are τ η ∼ 30 kyr and τ u ∼ 60 yr, and R m ∼500 (Bloxham & Jackson 1991; Holme 2015) . Accordingly, over short timescales (decadal to centennial), the SV is expected to be strongly dominated by advection.
To properly investigate field changes using observational data two ingredients are needed. First, a sufficiently high resolution model is required to resolve the field morphology. Second, a long period is essential to cover as many timescales as possible. Earth's magnetic field models constructed with satellites data (e.g. Olsen et al. 2014; Finlay et al. 2015) resolve well the smaller lengthscales, but only cover a very short period. The historical geomagnetic field model gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) covers some core timescales but not all, in particular the gufm1 period is of the same order as the advection time. Archaeomagnetic field models typically extend to longer time periods and cover more core timescales, therefore resolving the motion of geomagnetic features on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) in a more meaningful statistical sense. However, these models have lower resolution due to lack of global coverage and high uncertainties of their data sets (e.g. Donadini et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2015a,b) , therefore their robustness must be assessed before drawing any geophysical implications.
Intense flux patches on the CMB are considered main features of the Earth's magnetic field (Christensen et al. 2010) . Normal flux patches (NFPs) are observed near the tangent cylinder (Jackson et al. 2000; Olsen et al. 2014 ) possibly due to fluid downwelling concentrating field lines there (Olson et al. 1999) . NFPs also appear at low-and mid-latitudes (Jackson 2003) . Their westward drift is one of the most prominent features of the geomagnetic field (Finlay & Jackson 2003; Aubert et al. 2013) . Regions bounded by a nullflux curve with a reversed radial field with respect to its hemisphere are the so-called reversed flux patches (RFPs). The most intense RFPs over the past decades are found below the South Atlantic (e.g. Jackson et al. 2000; Olsen et al. 2014) .
It has been proposed that the dynamical origin of RFPs is toroidal field expulsion by fluid upwelling. Gubbins & Bloxham (1986) considered a simple 2-D kinematic model of convection to illustrate that flux expulsion, through the action of radial diffusion on a strong toroidal field advected towards the CMB by upwelling, is a viable mechanism to explain RFPs. This process introduces a much smaller radial lengthscale due to the upwelling, hence diffusion effects could locally become comparable to advection (Amit & Christensen 2008) . Numerical dynamo studies confirm that the RFPs emerge by the expulsion of toroidal field due to fluid upwelling, a process which may eventually trigger reversals (Wicht & Olson 2004; Takahashi et al. 2007; Aubert et al. 2008; Olson et al. 2009) . It is thought that the proliferation of RFPs on the CMB and their poleward motion as well as equatorward advection of NFPs cause the rapid decrease in the dipole intensity over the historical period (Gubbins 1987; Gubbins et al. 2006; Finlay et al. 2012 Finlay et al. , 2016 . In contrast, frozen-flux core field models may also be constructed (O'Brien et al. 1997; Jackson et al. 2007) . Therefore, tracking RFPs and understanding the physical mechanism responsible for their temporal evolution is fundamental to better understand the dynamics of the geomagnetic field.
Analyses of archaeomagnetic field models mostly focused on the kinematics of high-latitudes intense normal polarity flux patches. These patches were found to be mobile with alternating eastwardwestward drifts (Dumberry & Finlay 2007; Wardinski & Korte 2008; Korte & Holme 2010; Amit et al. 2011) . Recently, TerraNova et al. (2015) designed topological algorithms to identify and track RFPs in time and applied it to the archaeomagnetic field model of . Terra-Nova et al. (2015) used the magnetic equator to define reversed flux regions instead of the geographic equator thus eliminating ambiguity in RFP identification at the equator. They found that most RFPs exhibit westward drift and migrate towards higher latitudes. They also suggested that the power in spherical harmonic degrees 4 and above strongly affect the existence of RFPs. Based on low-pass filter sensitivity tests Terra-Nova et al. (2015) suggested that RFPs are robust features of the archaeomagnetic field model.
The main goal of this paper is to characterize and compare timedependent RFPs in various archaeomagnetic field models in order to assess their robustness. We examine the similarity within a family of archaeomagnetic field models as well as among different families of models. We compare the tracking results with that obtained from the historical field model gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) and with seismic anomalies of the lowermost mantle (Masters et al. 2000) to explore the possibility that RFPs have preferred locations prescribed by lower mantle heterogeneity.
We analyse the archaeomagnetic field models constructed by , Licht et al. (2013) and Nilsson et al. (2014) for the past three millennia to explore the dependence of RFPs temporal evolution on data source, data treatment and modelling strategy including the way these models deal with outliers. From hereafter these papers are denoted as KC11, LHGT13 and NHKSH14, respectively. Section 2 summarizes differences and similarities among these archaeomagnetic field models. In section 3 we briefly summarize the topological algorithms introduced by TerraNova et al. (2015) to define, identify and track RFPs. In order to assess the reliability of the RFPs identification and tracking results we also apply these algorithms to NFPs. In section 4 we present the results of the tracking of RFPs and NFPs. We further explore the time-dependence of RFPs for a wider time window with the pfm9k models (NHKSH14) that cover 9 kyr. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the robustness of RFPs and some possible geophysical implications, in particular the mantle control on the locations of RFPs.
A RC H A E O M A G N E T I C F I E L D M O D E L S
Here we compare the archaeomagnetic field models of KC11, LHGT13 and NHKSH14. We focus on data source and treatment as well as modelling strategy including dealing with outliers. KC11 introduced two models: CALS3k.4 and CALS3k.4b. Here we only consider CALS3k.4b, since it is a more conservative model which maintains only the most robust spatial and temporal features, thus it is more suitable for the representation of the field at the CMB. LHGT13 built three families of models based on three types of data sets: A_FM, ASD_FM and ASDI_FM. NHKSH14 presented another family of field models: pfm9k.1, pfm9k.1a, pfm9k.1b. All these models or ensembles of models are discussed below. The models' characteristics are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 (Supporting  Information) . 
Data set and treatment
There are differences in the data sources among all models. The CALS3k.4b field model was constructed from two data sources. First, from the GEOMAGIA V.2 data base (http://geomagia.ucsd.edu/) of archaeomagnetic and volcanic data sets updated until August 2009. Second, from the sedimentary data set consisting of SED3K_dat0 ) plus another compilation of data from 13 new locations (KC11). LHGT13 used the same sedimentary data set as in CALS3k.4b, preserving preliminary data corrections and adjustments done by KC11. For archaeomagnetic and volcanic data set they also used the GEOMAGIA V.2 but updated until July 2011. NHKSH14 obtained archaeomagnetic data from the online GEOMAGIA50 data base (Donadini et al. 2006; Korhonen et al. 2008 ) updated until August 2013 and sedimentary data from the SED12k data compilation .
The types of data were slightly varied among all models analysed. CALS3k.4b uses archaeomagnetic, volcanic and sedimentary data, while each family of models from LHGT13 uses different types of data source. A_FM uses only archaeomagnetic and volcanic data, ASD_FM uses the latter data set plus sedimentary direction data, and ASDI_FM uses the entire data set. All pfm9k models use archaeomagnetic and sedimentary data (NHKSH14). A summary of the data sources used by the various archaeomagnetic field models is given in Supporting Information Table S1 .
Sedimentary intensity data are always relative, while declination may be oriented, although usually that is not the case. KC11 nevertheless considered the sedimentary data as being oriented and calibrated relative sedimentary intensity data by comparing their values with predictions from the CALS3k.3 model ) to construct a first guess model. LHGT13 calibrated the relative intensity sedimentary data using the archaeomagnetic based A_FM-M mean model. NHKSH14 resampled the sedimentary data to avoid inappropriate weighting of the data. They binned all sedimentary data records in 50 yr intervals, giving equal weight to each site at any given time. This led to more than 70 per cent reduction of the sedimentary data, adding weight to the archaeomagnetic data (NHKSH14). Uncertainties in intensity were obtained by calibrating the model against the dipole model. The model used information from 10 Be flux data from grip ice core (Muscheler et al. 2004; Vonmoos et al. 2006) and from the historical geomagnetic field model gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) . Missing information from 1350 AD until 1590 AD (although in practice gufm1 is constrained by intensity measurements only from 1840 AD) was filled by linear interpolation. Then, NHKSH14 calibrated each sedimentary data declination by a constant number of degrees, akin to the preliminary calibration of relative palaeointensity, where each entire record was multiplied by a constant factor to obtain absolute intensities. These constants were based on comparisons with the prior dipole field model or with archaeomagnetic data, whichever better fitted the data.
Error assessment may play an important role in the construction of field models (Suttie et al. 2011) . To assign error estimates, KC11 used the same scheme applied for the CALS3k.3 model. Based on the average deviation between archaeomagnetic data and the gufm1 model during the historical era, the confidence circle of direction (Fisher 1953) for archaeomagnetic data (α 95a ) was assigned a minimum value (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Since the statistics are less reliable for the sedimentary data because of the lack of such recent records, the minimum value of α 95s that was set by KC11 for sediments is higher (Supporting Information Table S1 ). It is worth noting that very few sediment records come with magnetic uncertainties and thus nearly all these records are weighted equally. For intensity data, the minimum uncertainty σ f (the standard deviation of the intensity measurements) was the same for both data types (Supporting Information Table S1 ).
Special attention was given by LHGT13 to data uncertainties conserving previous published errors. They argued that even high quality data should not be fitted too closely by the models due to their intrinsically limited resolution. The approach of LHGT13 is therefore different from that of Donadini et al. (2009) , in order to better identify high quality data. Their approach concerning data with unknown measurements errors is similar to that of Donadini et al. (2009) , although LHGT13 used RMS values of the published errors of each data type multiplied by 1.5 to slightly penalize data with unknown errors (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Models of LHGT13 were truncated at spherical harmonic degree and order 5, which led them to introduce a modelling error due to the unknown contribution from higher degrees, in addition to the independent measurement error. Their assigned error estimates are a combination of both types of errors. The gufm1 historical model (Jackson et al. 2000) up to degree 5 was used to derive the modelling error, with the results of σ m f = 2 µT and α m 95 ∼ 3.5
• being quite conservative (LHGT13). Nevertheless, the modelling errors chosen by LHGT13 leave the possibility for high quality data to be assigned with a total error (measurement error combined with modelling error) less than the minimum error assigned to all data by Donadini et al. (2009) . Since measurements and modelling errors are independent, the total errors were added quadratically.
The error estimate of NHKSH14 is slightly different from the scheme of Donadini et al. (2009) . To penalize archaeomagnetic data with less known uncertainties, different minimum errors were assigned depending on the number of samples/specimens (N/n) used to calculate the direction or intensity. NHKSH14 assigned errors as follows. The α 95a parameter depends on N, and if data have unknown uncertainties, the higher the N the lower the error (Supporting Information Table S1 ). For archaeomagnetic intensity, the standard error of the mean s f depends of n; s f is given in per cent of true field, which is calculated with the prior dipole model. The higher the n the lower is s f (Supporting Information Table S1 ). For two sedimentary records of directions with good error estimates α 95s is low. For all other records, a fixed s f was attributed (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Lastly, for sedimentary intensity s f is fixed for all data (Supporting Information Table S1 ). The assigned uncertainties provided errors to sedimentary data that are on average larger than in Donadini et al. (2009) , with some data with slightly smaller error estimations (NHKSH14).
No minimum value for age uncertainty was used in CALS3k.4b since most archaeomagnetic artefacts and lavas from historical time can be dated relatively accurately. For archaeomagnetic data with no age uncertainties KC11 fixed σ a (Supporting Information  Table S1 ), where σ a is the standard deviation of age uncertainties in archaeomagnetic data. Sediment age uncertainties were all fixed to σ s (Supporting Information Table S1 ), where σ s is the standard deviation of sediment age uncertainties, which was applied randomly by the bootstrap method described below. In the families of models A_FM, ASD_FM and ASDI_FM age uncertainties of archaeomagnetic and volcanic data were assigned with an approach similar to that used for direction and intensity. LHGT13 used bins of 500 yr, multiplying the mean average uncertainty from all archaeomagnetic and lava data by 1.5 (Supporting Information Table S1 ). NHKSH14 addressed age uncertainties of archaeomagnetic data by a minimum value of σ a according to the age of the sample; the older the record the higher is σ a (Supporting Information Table S1 ). This avoids overestimating age uncertainties for recent data (historical data). NHKSH14 made a special effort to treat age uncertainties of sedimentary data, as each of their models used a different approach. The pfm9k.1 model is free of age errors in sedimentary records. The pfm9k.1a model uses an alternative way of adjusting the sediment data chronologies by randomly stretching and compressing the individual timescales of each record in order to assess the likely range of age uncertainties and adjust the timescale of each record based on comparisons with predictions from pfm9k.1. The pfm9k.1b addresses all data uncertainties using the MAST bootstrap methodology (detailed in Korte et al. 2009 ) using the archaeomagnetic data normal distribution centred in the age estimate and their respective standard errors. Yet for the temporal sampling the timescale of sedimentary data was stretched and compressed using the same routine used in pfm9k.1a (Supporting Information Table S1 ).
Modelling strategy
For spatial regularization all models minimized the Ohmic dissipation at the CMB (Gubbins 1975) . The time-dependence of the Gauss coefficients is expanded by cubic B-splines. The models vectors contain the Gauss coefficients to be recovered. The temporal regularization minimizes the second time derivative of the radial field at the CMB (Bloxham & Jackson 1992) . Models are obtained by minimizing a cost function that combines data misfit and spatial and temporal complexities. All models follow Korte et al. (2009) and exclude the dipole field from the spatial regularization.
Differences among the models are related to some parameter choices, such as spherical harmonic truncation, knot spacing and damping coefficients of spatial and temporal complexities. The models of KC11 and NHKSH14 were expanded until the same spherical harmonic degree and order of 10 but with different knot spacings, while the models of LHGT13 were expanded until a lower degree of 5 with a different knot spacing (Supporting Information  Table S2 ). CALS3k.4b damping parameters were chosen by visual comparison of power spectra of the main field and SV to those of the gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) and the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) 10th generation for 2005 (Maus et al. 2005) as in CALS3k.3 ; Supporting Information Table S2 ). LHGT13 based their damping parameters on the functional form of the core field spectrum proposed by Hongre et al. (1998) and applied to degrees 2-7 of the historical field spectrum of Bloxham & Jackson (1992) . They took advantage of the different data sets to construct reference models (A_FM-0000, ASD_FM-0000 and ASDI_FM-0000) based on pairs of damping parameters that best comply with the spectral expectations. The values obtained were different for each family of models (Supporting Information  Table S2 ). The family of models A_FM had the highest value of λ but the lowest of τ . The families of models ASD_FM and ASDI_FM had the same value of λ with the former having the highest value of τ (Supporting Information Table S2 ). All LHGT13 models had both λ and τ higher than the damping coefficients of CALS3k.4b (Supporting Information Table S2 ). NHKSH14 chose the damping parameters by visual comparison (Lodge & Holme 2009 ) of the time-averaged geomagnetic power spectra of the main field and SV with those of gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) and CALS3k.4 (KC11).
Next we compare modelling strategies including the use of bootstraps and the way each study dealt with outliers (Supporting Information Table S2 ). To provide an empirical measure of the errors affecting archaeomagnetic field models and their predictions, the standard approach consists in relying on the concept of an empirical covariance matrix. Normally the covariance matrix only addresses measurements errors (Backus 1988a,b) . To avoid this pitfall, Korte et al. (2009) introduced the MAST (magnetic, age, spatial and temporal) bootstrap method. CALS3k.4b is produced by averaging the 2000 individual MAST bootstrap models using the final data set of CALS3k.4 (initial data set after three iterations of rejection of outliers and recalibration of intensity sedimentary data). The errors used in the bootstrap method of CALS3k.4b are classified into four distributions. A normal distribution is centred on each data type: archaeomagnetic data, sedimentary data, and archaeological age data, using the assigned uncertainties described above. For the sedimentary data a uniform distribution within ±300 yr of the original ages is used (KC11).
The approach above provides only estimates of variances of the Gauss coefficients in time, whereas the ST bootstrap procedure is useful to assess how sensitive models are to possible removal of information provided by some sites. LHGT13 used bootstrap methods in almost all models. The reference models were built with the final data set and outlier reweighting (further explained in this section), but did not use bootstrap methods. The ensembles of models were built using the MA (magnetic age) bootstrap method Thébault & Gallet 2010) to account for magnetic data and timing errors (LHGT13). To produce an ensemble of 1000 plausible data sets for each of the three original data sets, LHGT13 added Gaussian random error to the observed magnetic value independently of the type of data, using the standard deviations detailed above. For archaeomagnetic and volcanic age data they used a random value in a uniform distribution with the age bracket defined by the age uncertainties described above. For sedimentary age data with known uncertainties a Gaussian random error is added to that provided with the data with standard deviation typically ranging from 40 to 100 yr (LHGT13). The full ensemble of models provides relevant statistics for quantities that are linear or non-linear to the Gauss coefficients as well as possible correlations in both space and time of Gauss coefficients. The models of LHGT13 do not discard outliers, but re-weight them. Data classified as outliers are given less weight by increasing their uncertainties. The models A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M and ASDI_FM-M are the mean models of the 1000 MA bootstrap models for each ensemble, while A_FM-XXXX, ASD_FM-XXXX and ASDI_FM-XXXX (XXXX from 0001 to 1000) indicate a certain sample of the MA bootstrap method of each ensemble.
Bootstrap is not used in pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1a models (NHKSH14). These models are built by three iterations of rejection of outliers and recalibration of sedimentary intensity and declination data. The models differ in addressing sedimentary age uncertainties (see above). The pfm9k.1b model investigates uncertainties using the MAST bootstrap method. Initially, it also uses the above methodology of rejection/calibration but with a relaxed temporal damping (NHKSH14), chosen by visual comparison to the SV power spectrum of gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) . NHKSH14 drew the individual data from the bootstrap method as KC11, using normal distributions centred on each data type (archaeomagnetic data, sedimentary data, and archaeological age data), but using their uncertainties (see above). However, for the temporal sampling of sedimentary data they applied an alternative method, by randomly stretching and compressing each data timescale (described above and detailed in NHKSH14). On this data set, 2000 MAST bootstrap models were averaged to obtain the pfm9k.1b model. Hellio et al. (2014) showed that in order to properly account for dating uncertainties only the most probable set of dates should be at Universidade de SÃ¯Â¿Â½o Paulo on July 28, 2016 http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from considered. Indeed, randomly sampling all possible dates of measurements results in a large amount of unprobable models. Consequently, the obtained models might be severely smoothed.
It is worth noting some modelling particularities. The CALS3k.4b model is strongly constrained by gufm1 during historical times. This constraint causes a discontinuity that is smoothed out around 16th and 17th century AD (KC11). The ensembles of MA bootstrap models (A_FM, ASD_FM and ASDI_FM) allow for significant time-varying non-diagonal terms in the covariance matrix of covariance between pairs of time-dependent Gauss coefficients (LHGT13). In an attempt to minimize the underestimation of intensity by regularized models, NHKSH14 resampled the data and increased the weight given to all intensity data by 50 per cent by reducing the uncertainty estimates of the data.
Finally, we note that the data record probably contains unrealistic variations in the Australian/South-East Asian region due to some declination records that remained unoriented and hence systematically offset (Panovska et al. 2015) . Thus we also consider the CALS3k.3 field model, which does not contain these unoriented data, to test the RFPs robustness. Perhaps more importantly, the gufm1 constraint is much weaker in CALS3k.3 than in CALS3k.4b (Korte et al. 2009, KC11) , hence RFPs in CALS3k.3 may be equally distributed in time as opposed to the concentration of RFPs during the historical period in CALS3k.4b (Terra-Nova et al. 2015 ).
M E T H O D
Identification and tracking
To identify RFPs, Terra-Nova et al. (2015) introduced topological algorithms that consist of four steps at each snapshot: (i) Identification of the magnetic equator; (ii) attribution of each grid point to one magnetic hemisphere; (iii) identification of peaks as centres of RFPs; and lastly (iv) imposition of an intensity criterion to filter out weak RFPs. Using the magnetic equator to define the local polarity avoids interpreting undulation of the magnetic equator as RFPs and equatorial patches as partly normal partly reversed. To track RFPs in time, Terra-Nova et al. (2015) coded an algorithm that calculates the spherical distance along a great circle of each RFP to all RFPs in the next snapshot. Then they considered a critical velocity of 70 km yr −1 (based on the maximum of time-average core flow plus 1 standard deviation from the geomagnetic SV inversions of ). For each model this critical velocity is multiplied by the time step between snapshots to obtain the critical distance for tracking. Two RFPs at two successive snapshots that have a spherical distance lower than the critical value are denoted as the same RFP. In the new snapshot if an RFP is farther than the critical distance from all RFPs of the previous snapshot, it is denoted as a new RFP. For more details see Terra-Nova et al. (2015) .
We apply the same algorithms of Terra-Nova et al. (2015) to identify and track RFPs, including the same magnetic intensity criterion that filters all RFPs with peaks lower than half the most intense RFP, as well as the same 70 km yr −1 velocity threshold for tracking. In addition, in order to assess the reliability of the identification and tracking of RFPs, we adjust and apply the algorithms described above to NFPs. Because NFPs are more intense than RFPs and thus more abundant, a stronger intensity criteria is applied. Only NFPs with peak values larger than three quarters the most intense NFP of the same snapshot are considered. In Fig. 1, we show results of the identification of RFPs (red X symbols) and NPFs (green diamonds) for three snapshots from the A_FM-M model. The algorithms perform well for both RFPs and NFPs.
Choosing samples from ensembles of models
Each mean model of LHGT13 (A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M and ASDI_FM-M) was built from 1000 samples of the bootstrap method, with the full ensemble of models also provided (A_FM-XXXX, ASD_FM-XXXX and ASDI_FM-XXXX, where XXXX indicates sample number). LHGT13 argued that each model of these ensembles is an adequate fit to the data within the error. From each ensemble of models we sample three models which contain distinctive power spectrum behaviour. This selection is relevant because strongly damped models are less likely to accommodate many patches (in particular RFPs) whereas weakly damped models are more likely to contain such smaller scale features. Indeed, Terra-Nova et al. (2015) demonstrated that the level of filtering applied to field models may affect the identified RFPs. Nevertheless other selection processes of samples from an ensemble, for example Empirical Orthogonal Function/Principal Component Analysis (e.g. Pais et al. 2015) , are worth exploring.
First we calculate for each model the time average power spectrum for the period 1000 BC until 2000 AD (yellow curves in Fig. 2(a) for the A_FM ensemble). Then, we fit the non-dipole part of the spectra with linear regressions, and plot the slopes for each sample (Fig. 2b) . Next, to avoid too extreme behaviours, we factor the maximum value of all slopes by 0.99 and the minimum by 1.01, and we choose the samples that are the closest to these values. We also calculate the mean of all slopes and choose the sample that has the closest value to it.
In Fig. 2(a) , we show the chosen samples, green for the closest to the maximum times 0.99 representing weak damping, blue for the closest to the mean (moderate damping) and black for the closest to the minimum times 1.01 (strong damping). Lastly, we draw again the time averaged power spectra but only for the three chosen models. Here we also add the standard deviation representing the timedependence of the spectra (see red error bars in Fig. 2c , with a zoom into spherical harmonics 3 and 4 for better visualization). Weak temporal variability is observed, that is, the time averaged spectra are representative of individual snapshots. Moreover, the chosen models showed different spectrum behaviour among them, therefore each chosen model may indeed represent a different level of spatial damping. The above methodology is applied for each ensemble of LHGT13 models. The chosen models are listed in Supporting Information Table S2 .
R E S U LT S
Reversed flux patches tracking
Figs 3 and 4 show the tracking of RFPs in longitude (φ) and colatitude (θ) for the ASDI_FM family of models of LHGT13. The similarity among ASDI_FM models is high. For example, two robust RFPs are resolved in all models, around 500 AD at 130
• E and around 1600 AD at longitude 0
• , with little longitudinal drift for both RFPs in all models. The number of RFPs that migrate equatorward and poleward are similar in all models. We note a high recurrence of RFPs along co-latitude 60
• before 500 BC. Robust RFPs are found around 500 AD at co-latitude 110
• and around 1600 AD at co-latitude 150
• , exhibiting little net north-south motion. For results of the families of models A_FM and ASD_FM see Figs S1-S4 and their description in the Supporting Information section.
Overall within each family of LHGT13 models tracking results have similarities. An exception is the A_FM-0677 model that shows a weak similarity with the other models of its family. The three mean models (A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M, ASDI_FM-M), as expected, usually show RFPs that already appear in the other models of the family, and just in rare cases the M models contain RFPs that are not resolved in any other model of its family.
Figs 5 and 6 show the tracking for pfm9k.1, pfm9k.1a and pfm9k.1b models of NHKSH14, for CALS3k.3 of Korte et al. (2009) and the results of Terra-Nova et al. (2015) for CALS3k.4b model of KC11. The tracking in longitude of pfm9k.1, pfm9k.1a and pfm9k.1b (Figs 5a-c) show most RFPs with westward drift before 1000 AD and with eastward drift after. For example, a very long-lived RFP is seen drifting westward in all three models around longitude 150
• E before 0 AD. The westward drift of the RFPs in the pmf9k models is much weaker than that obtained for RFPs in the historical field model gufm1 (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) , probably indicating that the reliability of the RFPs drift at ancient times is low. The similarity of tracking among the three models is very high, both in position and in drift direction. At least six RFPs are clearly resolved in all three models, five of them after 320 AD. Most of these RFPs appear near longitude 0
• , and they do not have a preferred drift direction. In Figs 6(a)-(c) , a similar number of RFPs move equatorward and poleward for all pfm9k models. The long-lived RFP between 1000 BC and 0 AD is located near co-latitude 60
• in all pfm9k models. The similarity of the latitudinal tracking among the pfm9k models is therefore also high. It is worth noting the scarcity of RFPs resolved in the Southern Hemisphere. The longitudinal tracking of the CALS3k.4b model (Fig. 5d) shows two RFPs with westward drift and two quasi-stationary RFPs before 550 AD, while for recent times (after 1450 AD) there is a higher occurrence of RFPs with dominantly westward drift (TerraNova et al. 2015) . In co-latitude most of the CALS3k.4b RFPs migrate poleward (see Fig. 6d ; Terra-Nova et al. 2015) . In longitude CALS3k.3 shows more westward drifting RFPs, especially for recent times (Fig. 5e) . Its longest-lived RFP has been drifting eastward before about 700 BC. In co-latitude, CALS3k.3 shows significantly more Northern Hemisphere RFPs with little preference of drift direction (Fig. 6e) . Note that CALS3k.3 has roughly equal distribution of RFPs over time (Figs 5e and 6e) , as opposed to the concentration of RFPs in the historical period in CALS3k.4b (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) .
Next we compare the tracking of all families of models. It is clear that the similarity between models is lower among different families of models than within the same family. Nevertheless, there are robust RFPs that are common to most models. For example, a Fig. 3 for the families of models pfm9k and CALS3k. For the CALS3k models the temporal sampling is higher (points are denser).
long-lived RFP is seen in all models, except in CALS3k.4b, between longitude 120
• E and 150
• E and near co-latitude 60
• . It shows no preferred drift motion. In the ASDI_FM family of models it appears more as a region of proliferation of RFPs, which may be a result of the intensity criterion (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) . In the A_FM family this RFP has a short lifetime. We find a high similarity between the ASD_FM and ASDI_FM families of models with both models showing RFPs mainly in the Southern Hemisphere. For example, an RFP that is resolved after 1500 AD is seen for all ten analysed models of these two families. In addition, the pfm9k family of Fig. 4 for the families of models pfm9k and CALS3k. models is the only one that shows similarity to CALS3k.4b, and only for the northern RFPs after 1500 AD since pfm9k does not show RFPs in the Southern Hemisphere for this time. (2015) . The specific samples from the ensembles of models were chosen based on the same methodology used to construct Fig. 2 . 0000 is the reference models, while M models are the means of ensembles of 1000 models. the reference model (A_FM-0000) and lowest in the mean model (A_FM-M), with the former being almost twice larger (Table 1) . The ASD_FM models (LHGT13) present similar number of RFPs with westward or eastward drift, with the rate of westward drift either larger or comparable (Table 1) . Only the ASD_FM-0377 and ASD_FM-0683 models resolved RFPs with quasi-stationary behaviour. The velocity is highest for the mean model (ASD_FM-M) and lowest in the ASD_FM-0097 model, with the former being more than twice larger (Table 1 ). The ASDI_FM family of models (LHGT13) presents either more RFPs with eastward drift or comparable drifts, with the ASDI_FM-0188 model not resolving any RFPs with westward drift. The rate of westward drift is usually larger than the rate of eastward drift (Table 1 ). All models of this family resolved RFPs with quasi-stationary behaviour, with ASDI_FM-M resolving more quasi-stationary RFPs than RFPs with westward drift. The velocity is highest for the reference model (ASDI_FM-0000) and lowest in the ASDI_FM-0962 model (Table 1 ).
The pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1a models (NHKSH14) present more RFPs with westward drift, whereas the pfm9k.1b model resolves more RFPs with eastward drift. The eastward rate is at least twice larger than the westward rate for all models (Table 1 ). All models resolved one RFP with quasi-stationary behaviour. The velocity is practically the same for the pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1b models and lower for the pfm9k.1b model (Table 1) . Lastly, The CALS3k.4b model (KC11) presents significantly more RFPs with westward drift, as well as two RFPs with quasi-stationary behaviour (Table 1 ). The rate of westward drift is larger than the eastward drift (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) . Fig. 7 shows an example of westward drift of an RFP in the ASDI_FM-M model (LHGT13). Over a period of 200 yr, the RFP moved from 23
• E to 7
• E in an average rate of 0.08
• yr −1 . Two interesting aspects are worth noting. First, a cut of the magnetic equator is observed from 1480 AD to 1520 AD (Figs 7a and b) . This cut shows a good example of how the algorithm performs. In Fig. 7(a) , the magnetic equator reaches high latitudes forming a neck, which is cut in the next snapshot (Fig. 7b) forming an RFP in the Northern Hemisphere, which later disappears (Fig. 7c) . Second, the westward drifting RFP resolved in the Southern Hemisphere is part of a pair. North of this RFP, a patch with intense normal flux appears (Figs 7a and b) and later it fades (Fig. 7c) . This bipolar configuration is reminiscent of the present-day field below the South Atlantic (Jackson et al. 2000; Olsen et al. 2014) .
In summary, there are significant similarities of the tracking results within each family of models, but the results differ substantially from one family to another. The reason for these differences may be that the field models are significantly different. Alternatively, these differences may arise because RFPs are weak features that are strongly sensitive to small changes in the field. In order to test these hypotheses we will compare the tracking of RFPs with tracking of NFPs which are strong features of the field.
Normal flux patches tracking
Here we compare the identification and tracking of NFPs and RFPs to assess the robustness of the results of RFPs among different families. Figs 8 and 9 show the tracking of NFPs for all mean models of LHGT13: A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M and ASDI_FM-M, as well as pfm9k.1b (NHKSH14) and CALS3k.4b (KC11). Two persistent NFPs are clearly observed. One is located near longitude 0
• between 0 AD and 1000 AD. This NFP shows both westward and eastward drift in all models. The second appears around 1720 AD in almost all models near longitude 120
• . This NFP shows little azimuthal drift. We observed in all models a proliferation of NFPs between longitudes 60
• W and 120 • W after 750 AD. We find significant similarity between the ASD_FM-M and ASDI_FM-M models. For example, in both models one NFP with strong westward drift moves from about longitude 60
• E to about longitude 120
• W between 1000 BC and 20 AD. Some similarities are also observed between the CALS3k.4b and pfm9k.1b models, but to a lesser extent. No preferred longitudinal drift direction is seen for NFPs. In all models NFPs cluster around the tangent cylinder. Northern NFPs are more frequent than southern. The A_FM-M model has the lowest number of NFPs in the Southern Hemisphere. The pfm9k.1b model exhibits the oldest NFPs in the Southern Hemisphere, one of them persisting for 1500 yr near 60
• W. The number of RFPs that migrate poleward and equatorward is similar. The fact that the strong NFPs are reproduced within model families but are distinct among different families, in qualitative agreement with the weaker RFPs, suggests that differences between the archaeomagnetic field models are relevant in tracking RFPs. For NFPs results within a given family see Figs S5 and S6 and their description in the Supporting Information section.
Persistent locations of reversed flux patches
We now compare the persistent locations of RFPs in the archaeomagnetic field models with those of the gufm1 model (Jackson et al. 2000) . Fig. 10 shows the results from Terra-Nova et al. (2015) for the tracking of RFPs for the period between 1840 AD and 1990 AD of gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) . The majority of RFPs in gufm1 drift westward (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) . To analyse the persistent locations of RFPs we plotted their histograms in 20
• bins (see Figs 11 and 12). It is worth noting that here we count RFPs positions at each snapshot, that is, all RFPs are considered regardless of their longevity.
In Fig. 11 , we show histograms of the ASDI_FM family of models. We find two regions of persistent locations of RFPs, between longitudes 80
• W and 40
• E and between 100
• E and 160
• E, with the latter containing the largest amount of RFPs. In co-latitude we note three peaks of RFPs, between 60
• and 80
• , between 100
• and 120
• , and between 140
• and 160
• . The first and the second regions concentrate the largest amounts of RFPs. No RFPs are found close to polar regions, and only a few are found in equatorial regions. For results of the families of models A_FM and ASD_FM see Figs S7 and S8 and their description in the Supporting Information section. Fig. 12 shows three regions of persistent locations of RFPs in longitude in all pfm9k models, between 120
• W and 100
• W, between 40
• E, and between 120
• E. The second region contains the largest amount of RFPs in all models except in model pfm9k.1a where the third region has a number of RFPs comparable to the second region. The RFPs are observed more frequently in the Northern Hemisphere. Almost no RFP is resolved near the equator. All pfm9k models present the highest quantity of RFPs between co-latitudes 40
• and 60
• . Only pfm9k.1a finds RFPs in the northern polar region. Overall the results show strong similarity among the pfm9k models.
The results of Fig. 12 for CALS3k.4b and gufm1 are very similar simply because CALS3k.4b is strongly constrained by gufm1 (KC11) and most of its RFPs appear in the historical period (TerraNova et al. 2015) . Two regions contain all RFPs from gufm1, in the Atlantic Hemisphere between longitudes 80
• W and 60
• E and in the west Pacific between longitudes 140
• E and 180
• E. The gufm1 RFPs exhibit larger concentration in the Southern Hemisphere. The co-latitude highest peak in both gufm1 and CALS3k.4b is at midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere between 120
• and 140
• . Both models exhibit RFPs in the northern polar region. The CALS3k.3 model, which is less constrained by gufm1 (KC11), shows in longitude an extended region of recurrence of RFPs between 120
• E, with a peak between 60
• W. RFPs are resolved along all co-latitudes except close to the polar regions.
The density of RFPs is defined as the number of RFPs within one longitude or co-latitude bin divided by the total number of RFPs of each model. Fig. 13 shows the density of RFPs in longitude and co-latitude for models A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M, ASDI_FM-M, pfm9k.1b, CALS3k.4b, CALS3k.3 and gufm1. We note two longitudinal regions that exhibit RFPs concentration (Fig. 13a) . The first is between longitudes 80
• W and 50
• E. The second is between longitudes 90
• E and 170
• E, which is the region where the density of RFPs in the ASD_FM-M and ASDI_FM-M models is higher. In Fig. 13(b) , only models ASD_FM-M, pfm9k.1b, and CALS3k.3 have more RFPs in the Northern Hemisphere while the other models find more RFPs in the Southern Hemisphere. Low density of RFPs are observed in the equatorial region in all models.
If there is strong enough mantle control on the geodynamo (e.g. Amit et al. 2015 , and references therein), possibly its signature may be visible already in the historical period (Constable et al., in preparation) . The gufm1 histograms peaks in longitude and co-latitude (Figs 12i and j, and solid black line in Fig. 13 ) may represent persistent sites of RFPs. We thus compare gufm1 histograms with other archaeomagnetic models in Fig. 13 . The agreement with CALS3k.4b
is not considered for the reasons discussed above. In longitude, the A_FM-M, ASD_FM-M, pfm9k.1b and CALS3k.3 models overlap the range of gufm1 in two regions, but these regions are almost all distinctive among the models. For A_FM between longitudes 80
• W and 60 • W. In co-latitude, the ASDI_FM-M model shows some agreement with the gufm1 model, yet it is not strong. In summary, the closest longitudinal agreement with gufm1 among these models is Table 2 ) indeed show that ASDI_FM-M is the best correlated. Perhaps surprisingly the ASD_FM-M model mimics less good the results of gufm1 than A_FM-M. In addition, CALS3k.3 better correlates with gufm1 than CALS3k.4b.
Next we compare the locations of RFPs in our preferred ASDI_FM-M model with a model of lower mantle heterogeneity. Seismic shear waves velocity (v s ) anomalies may approximate the temperature heterogeneity in the lowermost mantle (e.g. Amit et al. 2015) . Gubbins (2003) compared integrated magnetic flux with integrated seismic anomalies. Similarly, we compare the longitudinal distribution of RFPs with the longitudinal distribution of δv s /v s which is given by
We also examine the distributions in co-latitude by
We consider both the full δv s /v s as well as only its negative part ( Fig. 13 ) which is given in longitude by
and co-latitude by
In addition, for V s we set the plotted range to show only negative integrated δv s /v s . For visualization purposes we plot −V s (and likewise for the negative part) since we want to examine the correlation between hot mantle structures (associated with negative v s anomalies) and the density of RFPs. The seismic anomalies are based on the tomography model of Masters et al. (2000) at the lowermost mantle. Since ASDI_FM-M is the archaeomagnetic field that best resembles gufm1 we compare it with the seismic distributions (Fig. 13) . In longitude, the seismic anomalies are concentrated in two regions (Fig. 13a) . The negative part of V s (pink curve) is around Africa between ∼30 • W and ∼60
• E, and in the middle of the Pacific between ∼150
• E and ∼120
• W. The V − s (dark yellow curve) is in similar regions (though more spread) between 40
• W and 110
• E and between 130
• E and 90
• W. Our preferred ASDI_FM-M model also has two regions of high density of RFPs, which are shifted to the west with respect to the seismic regions of V s by about 40
• (Africa) and 55
• (Pacific). In co-latitude, seismic distributions have remarkable correlation with the peaks in density of RFPs from the ASDI_FM-M model (Fig. 13b) , with the three curves indicating negative δv s and more RFPs at low-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere with a peak near 110
• , that is, no shift between seismic distributions and RFPs curves is observed in co-latitude. Indeed, the correlation coefficients between V s and ASDI_FM-M as well as between V ASDI_FM-M are significantly lower in longitude (0.28 and 0.27, respectively) than in co-latitude (0.51 and 0.56, respectively).
Archaeomagnetic field models for the last 9 kyr
In order to investigate the longer term behaviour of RFPs we used the pfm9k models, which enable to expand the timescale of our analysis to the past 9 kyr. Figs 14 and 15 show the results of RFPs tracking of the pfm9k family of models (NHKSH4) for the past 9 kyr. The three models share common features, in particular the models pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1a. These two models resolved more RFPs than pfm9k.1b, with westward being the more common drift direction (Fig. 14) . In contrast, pfm9k.1b shows more balance between westward and eastward drifts. Several RFPs are resolved in all models, for example, near longitude 30
• E between 3150 BC and 2800 BC, and near longitude 90
• W between 1500 BC and 750 BC. However, the three models exhibit different drift directions for the most robust RFPs. All models show similar number of RFPs that move equatorward and poleward (Fig. 15) . Some RFPs alternate between the two motions, such as the long-lived RFP in the pfm9k.1b model at around co-latitude 100
• between 5000 BC and 4000 BC. RFPs are prominent near co-latitude 60
• in all models. Two longlived RFPs near co-latitude 60
• move northward between 1500 BC and 750 BC. In all models RFPs are dominantly in the Northern Hemisphere. It is worth noting that the two RFPs that are resolved in all models do not necessarily show the same motion behaviour (Figs 14 and 15) .
In Fig. 16 , we search persistent locations of tracked RFPs in the pfm9k family of models for the past 9 kyr. In longitude, RFPs appear in all models in three regions: between 120
• W and between 120 • E and 160
• E. The second region has the largest amount of RFPs in all models. Some RFPs appear at other longitudes, for example in the pfm9k.1a model between longitudes 100
• E. More RFPs are found in the Northern Hemisphere with the largest peak between co-latitudes 40
• in all models. The pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1a models show two regions of RFPs in the Southern Hemisphere, between 100
• and between 160
• and 180
• . The pfm9k.1b model only shows RFPs in the former region. RFPs are found in the equatorial region in the pfm9k.1b model more than in the other two models. Both longitude and co-latitude results of Fig. 16 show a high similarity among all models.
The agreement between the spatial distribution in Fig. 16 for the past 9 kyr and in Figs 12(a)-(f) for the past 3 kyr is striking. Unlike Fig. 11 for the pfm9k and CALS3K families of models, and the gufm1 model. Note that the pfm9k histograms apply for the past 3 kyr only, and that gufm1 histograms apply for 1840 -1990 the agreement between CALS3k.4b and gufm1 that arises from the emergence of RFPs in the former mostly during the historical period (Figs 5d, 6d and 10) , in the pfm9k models RFPs appear throughout the entire 9 kyr period in a rather uniform way (Figs 14 and 15 ). This agreement is therefore a strong evidence that a period of 3 kyr already captures the most important aspects of the core kinematics. We elaborate on this point in the discussion section below.
D I S C U S S I O N
Uncertainties in archaeomagnetic field models due to low temporal and spatial resolution may cast doubt on the tracking and even on the existence of RFPs. Terra-Nova et al. (2015) performed sensitivity tests using low-pass filters applied to CALS3k.4b (KC11). Their results are not sensitive to model damping, indicating that RFPs are robust in CALS3k.4b (Terra-Nova et al. 2015) . Nevertheless assessing RFPs robustness over several archaeomagnetic field models is a crucial sensitivity test because it examines more rigorously the effects of differences in data sources, data selection and treatment as well as in modelling strategies and the consequences of these choices on RFPs identification and tracking in the models.
LHGT13 used three types of data sets (see Supporting Information Table S1 ) with similar data treatment and modelling strategies to build three different families of models. The A_FM family resolved less RFPs than the ASD_FM and ASDI_FM families, possibly due to the lower geographic coverage of data in A_FM. It also had the highest velocity of RFPs (Table 1) . Conversely, ASDI_FM had the largest number of RFPs probably due to its highest spatiotemporal resolution obtained by the inclusion of sedimentary intensity data. These results corroborate those of Panovska et al. (2015) who showed that without sediment data the Holocene field variations in the Southern Hemisphere are not well constrained by archaeomagnetic field models.
Data uncertainties prescribed by LHGT13 are lower than those of NHKSH14, although data with unpublished uncertainties were Masters et al. (2000) truncated at spherical harmonic degree 6 (see eqs 3-6). strongly penalized by LGHT13. Because LHGT13 provided ensembles of models, it was possible to investigate variations in RFPs behaviour only due to magnetic and age uncertainties on the data. Panovska et al. (2015) also found that determination of robust field structures and variations in the models are strongly affected by uncertainty assignments which give weight to different data in the modelling procedure. NHKSH14 built models with larger t, hence the choice of NHKSH14 for larger uncertainties, and with larger spherical harmonic truncation n max = 10 versus n max = 5 of LGHT13 (Supporting Information Table S2 ). NHKSH14 gave more weight to archaeomagnetic data which is scarce in the Southern Hemisphere, thus recent RFPs resolved with the pfm9k family of models were usually at the Northern Hemisphere as in the A_FM family. Sedimentary ages uncertainties in NHKSH14 and LGHT13 models do not seem to play a major role in resolving RFPs position, but may influence the drift direction, as suggested by the similarity between models pfm9k.1 and pfm9k.1a in Figs 5, 6, 14 and 15. The reference model influences more than the sediment data uncertainties assignments, as also shown by Panovska et al. (2015) . The pfm9k.1b model resembles the other NHKSH14 models only for the past 5 kyr (Figs 14 and 15), indicating less robustness in results of NHKSH14 before 3000 BC, when significantly less archaeomagnetic data are available. Supporting Information Table S2 compares modelling strategies. KC11 used the lowest temporal knot spacing and relied on regularization parameters to fill the gap of missing data, whereas LHGT13 used a larger temporal knot spacing to have always data between knots. NHKSH14 applied the largest knot spacing but also the largest temporal window. LHGT13 used a knot of 40 yr to account for the dominant timescales until n max = 5, which turns out to be sufficient for us to identify RFPs. It is important to stress that the effort made by LHGT13 to use outliers as source of data by reducing their weight has led to the conservation of the geographic coverage of data, in particular in the Southern Hemisphere, thus allowing to better resolve RFPs in this hemisphere.
The similarities within each family is tested by the recurrence of RFPs position and direction of displacement in longitude and colatitude. The similarity is larger for the ASD_FM, ASDI_FM and pfm9k families of models than among the A_FM family of models. It indicates that inclusion of sedimentary data gives more stability and robustness to the models due to the better geographic coverage. Our analysis also shows that the direction of displacement is much less robust than the position of RFPs. Long-lived RFPs that appear in a given model will always appear in the other models of the same family, at least as a region of proliferation of RFPs at the position of the long-lived RFP.
Comparing tracking among families shows that only a few RFPs are commonly resolved in the ASD_FM, ASDI_FM and pfm9k models, and even those exhibit different drift directions. The similarities among families of models are therefore limited to persistent locations of RFPs rather than similar mobility. None of the three families of models ASD_FM, ASDI_FM and pfm9k showed clear similarity with results from CALS3k.4b or A_FM-M. Only gufm1 and CALS3k.4b showed clearly preferred westward drift.
Obviously, caution is required in interpreting archaeomagnetic field models. In particular, RFPs are weak magnetic features, and as such they are sensitive to the choices made by field modellers. Fig. 7 shows an example of resolution issues. An intrusion of the magnetic equator is cut, forming a transient RFP. RFPs may be formed by toroidal field expulsion by fluid upwelling (Bloxham 1986) , in which case an RFP is associated with an adjacent NFP. But no intense NFP pairs with the northern RFP in Fig. 7 . It might be that this RFP is only resolved due to a resolution bias of the archaeomagnetic field model. We therefore complement our RFPs analysis with that of NFPs which are more intense and hence expected to be more robust. All models identify NFPs around the tangent cylinder. The Northern Hemisphere NFPs are more recurrent and clearly move more in longitude than in co-latitude. As with Figure 15 . As in Fig. 4 for the pfm9k family of models for the past 9 kyr.
RFPs, the tracking of NFPs is much more similar within one family than among different families of models. Considerable differences in NFPs tracking among families of models are observed. Although there is somewhat more similarity among different families in NFPs tracking than in the RFPs tracking, results are qualitatively similar, and differences between NFPs even within one family lead us to argue that differences in RPFs tracking are mostly associated to different data sets and modelling strategies rather than to the bias of the tracking due to the small scale of RFPs.
To evaluate RFPs persistent locations we used histograms of their longitude and co-latitude. Among models of the same family, the histograms showed high similarity. We note similarities of position of RFPs between CALS3k.4b, A_FM-M and pfm9k.1b indicating that the strong weighting of archaeomagnetic data in these models provides a strong constraint. As in the tracking results, histograms within a family show higher similarity than between different families.
In summary, we show that incorporating more data to the models (bearing in mind that these data have higher uncertainties) increases the number of identified NFPs and RFPs. Therefore, modelling strategies that opt for the inclusion of the highest temporal and spatial coverage of data are more successful in producing flux patches at centennial and millennial timescales.
A high-resolution model is required to resolve the field morphology, and a long period is essential to cover as many timescales as possible. We hypothesize that the resolution problem is more severe, thus gufm1 is arguably more reliable than archaeomagnetic field models. Using a palaeomagnetic SV index Constable et al. (in preparation) found that both the historical and the Holocene fields are weaker and more time variable in the Southern Hemisphere. If we assume that mantle control is significant at timescales already covered by gufm1, we may apply the comparison of all archaeomagnetic field models with gufm1 to select a candidate for the most reliable archaeomagnetic field model.
We searched for the archaeomagnetic field model that is most similar to gufm1. We excluded comparison with CALS3k.4b because it is strongly constrained by gufm1 and has most of its RFPs during the historical period. In contrast, in CALS3k.3 the RFPs are more distributed over the entire period. Here we did not compare preferred drift directions which are less robust, but instead we compared locations of persistent RFPs which are robust within the same family and in some cases among models of different families (see Section 4). We found that ASDI_FM-M is the model that most resembles gufm1, in particular in terms of longitude of RFPs. This model has strong damping, uses bootstraps, preserves outliers and uses all types of data.
Next, we examined whether the ASDI_FM-M model can be interpreted in terms of core-mantle thermal coupling. Heterogeneous CMB conditions may provide statistical preference to the positions of RFPs (Tarduno et al. 2015) . Usually, seismic lowermost mantle anomalies are interpreted as thermal heterogeneities. Negative heat flux anomalies localize core fluid upwelling (Gubbins 2003) . We compared the seismic shear wave velocity anomalies at the lowermost mantle (Masters et al. 2000) with RFPs density in our preferred archaeomagnetic field model ASDI_FM-M. We found similar trends with a shift between maxima values in longitude and a strong correlation in co-latitude. These results may indicate mantle control on RFPs locations. Fig. 17 shows a schematic diagram of toroidal field line expulsion by fluid upwelling in the Southern Hemisphere. The shift δ between a centre of fluid upwelling and a centre of an RFP is roughly half of the fluid upwelling structure size. Possible shifts in co-latitude may be explained by the same scheme, with the axis in the north-south direction.
Since the shift is found in longitude with no shift in co-latitude, it may imply that toroidal field lines near RFPs are oriented azimuthally (Fig. 17) . In addition, the amount of shift suggests that RFPs are formed by upwelling structures with a width of about 80
• (Africa) and 110
• (Pacific). Numerical dynamo simulations also show that the toroidal field on the outer boundary has a significant east-west component (Glatzmaier & Roberts 1995; Olson et al. 1999) . Aubert et al. (2008) termed the intense localized azimuthal toroidal field structures as 'magnetic cyclones'. These features are formed in their dynamo models at the equatorial part of columnar flow cyclones. Magnetic cyclones expel toroidal field through the CMB, resulting in pairs of NFPs/RFPs. These patches are relatively short-lived due to the dominant diffusion in these regions (Aubert et al. 2008) .
It is worth considering the longer term archaeomagnetic field models pfm9k in the early epoch. More RFPs are found in the Southern Hemisphere compared to the last 3 kyr, since these models are more strongly controlled by sedimentary data due to the scarcity of archaeomagnetic field data at ancient times. Histograms for the last 3 kyr and for the last 9 kyr are very similar for each NHKSH14 model (Figs 12 and 16 ). We suggest that this is evidence that 3 kyr is already enough time to detect with some confidence the mantle control on the Earth's magnetic field, in particular to identify statistically significant recurrence of RFPs at specific regions. These results may therefore provide an upper bound for the magnetic boundary layer thickness in the Earth's outer core (Gubbins 1996) . If an effective magnetic diffusion time obeys τ η < 3000 yr, and since radial diffusion is expected to be much more dominant than tangential diffusion in the SV (Amit & Christensen 2008 ) then:
For η ∼ 0.5 − 1 m 2 s −1 (Pozzo et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2015) we get L r < 220 − 310 km for the typical radial lengthscale of the field just below the CMB, which represents the magnetic boundary layer thickness. Amit & Christensen (2008) used numerical dynamos to evaluate the ratio of radial to horizontal diffusion D f . For the observed largescale field they extrapolated D f ∼ 260. Because this ratio scales like D f ∼ ( L Lr ) 2 , and assuming a horizontal lengthscale of L ∼ 1000 km, the radial lengthscale is L r ∼ 60 km. Chulliat & Olsen (2010) used two snapshots of satellites data to estimate the magnetic boundary layer thickness based on the intensification of reversed flux surrounded by a null-curve as:
where t is the time difference between the snapshots, B r is the variation of magnetic flux within the null-curve during the period, and B r is the mean magnetic flux. Using t = 25 yr, B r ∼ 200 µT, B r ∼ 100 µT (Chulliat & Olsen 2010) and η ∼ 0.5 − 1 m 2 s −1 (Pozzo et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2015) , eq. (8) gives L r ∼ 30−40 km. In summary, our estimations of the upper bound of the magnetic boundary layer thickness are ∼4−8 times larger than the estimations of Amit & Christensen (2008) and Chulliat & Olsen (2010) respectively, further supporting the likelihood that a period of 3 kyr is sufficiently long to capture meaningful kinematics at the top of the core.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We identified and tracked RFPs in 20 different archaeomagnetic field models. We applied different analyses to extract robust results. Based on these results we inferred some aspects of outer core physics. Our main findings are: (i) RFPs positions and motions are sensitive to the type of data source because it affects the geographic data coverage.
(ii) Similarities in RFPs behaviour appear within a family of archaeomagnetic field models, but models from different families yield distinctive RFPs behaviour, suggesting that modelling strategy is more influential than data set.
(iii) Similarities among archaeomagnetic field models are better observed by recurrence of positions of RFPs. Motion direction seems to be strongly sensitive to the assignment of uncertainties to the data, thus we cannot confirm the persistent westward drift in the outer core on millennial timescales found in the previous analysis of Terra-Nova et al. (2015) .
(iv) Preferred RFPs positions in the ASDI_FM-M model are shifted in longitude and correlated in co-latitude with respect to negative lower mantle seismic anomalies, suggesting that toroidal field lines below the CMB are oriented azimuthally. We also infer large fluid upwelling structures of 80
• −110
• at the top of the core. (v) The similarity between 3 kyr and 9 kyr position histograms at each of the pfm9k models suggests that a 3 kyr period is already long enough to detect with confidence the mantle control on the Earth's field, allowing to estimate an upper bound of 220-310 km for the magnetic boundary layer thickness below the CMB.
Clearly new Holocene geomagnetic field data are always needed to better constrain archaeomagnetic field models, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (Poletti et al. 2016) , Central Asia, oceans and high-latitude regions, as well as for epochs that precede 500 BC (e.g. Donadini et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2015a,b) . Incorporation of recent local time-series (e.g. Brown et al. 2015a,b; Tarduno et al. 2015 , and references therein) and regional models (e.g. Hellio et al. 2014 ) may improve archaeomagnetic field models. These improved models may lead to more reliable identification and tracking of archaeomagnetic field structures, and consequently better understanding of core-mantle coupling and core dynamics on millennial timescales.
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S U P P O RT I N G I N F O R M AT I O N
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this paper: Figure S1 . Time dependent longitude in degrees of reversed flux patches in the family of models A_FM from 1000 BC to 2000 AD. The same coloured diamonds are used for the position of a given RFP. The A_FM-0918, A_FM-0677 and A_FM-0318 models represent minimum, mean and maximum damping, respectively. Figure S2 . Time dependent co-latitude in degrees of the reversed flux patches in the family of models A_FM from 1000 BC to 2000 AD. The same coloured diamonds are used for the position of a given RFP. The A_FM-0918, A_FM-0677 and A_FM-0318 models represent minimum, mean and maximum damping, respectively. Figure S3 . As in Fig. S1 for the family of models ASD_FM. The ASD_FM-0683, ASD_FM-0377 and ASD_FM-0097 models represent minimum, mean and maximum damping, respectively. Figure S4 . As in Fig. S2 for the family of models ASD_FM. The ASD_FM-0683, ASD_FM-0377 and ASD_FM-0097 models represent minimum, mean and maximum damping, respectively. Figure S5 . As in Fig. S1 for normal flux patches for the ASDI_FM family of models. Figure S6 . As in Fig. S2 for normal flux patches for the ASDI_FM family of models. The dotted lines denote the tangent cylinder. Figure S7 . Histograms of reversed flux patches occurrences for the past 3 kyr in longitude (left) and co-latitude (right) for the A_FM family of models. Q is the number of reversed flux patches at a position range integrated over all snapshots. The histograms are constructed with bins of 20
• . Figure S8 . As in Fig. S7 for the ASD_FM family of models. Table S1 . Data sources and treatment. Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be directed to the corresponding author for the paper. 
